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Abstract— This paper focused on the contribution towards the compression of Marathi official scanned document images. The 

different lossy and lossless compression techniques have been developed and used to achieve better compression ratio by keeping the 

originality of a document. These official document images generally have three different components like printed text, handwritten 

text and printed, handwritten text with official stamp. To achieve more compression, it is the need to separate out all these 

components before applying suitable compression technique. Therefore here in this paper, separation of foreground and background 

is achieved. DWT technique applied for background compression and CBT is applied for foreground compression. DWT and CBT 

compression techniques obtained relatively optimized compression   individually. But when   hybrid approach applied then achieved a 

better level of compression with acceptable quality of reconstructed images. On the basis of its performance, one can say that this 

hybrid approach is more suitable for such a type of official scanned document images to compress them effectively and efficiently. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Most of the Marathi official scanned documents are available in degraded form. Multiple noises and 

deviations are obtained in such a type of document images. These documents are mostly found in schools, 

colleges and Maharashtra state offices, which are very important. So to preserve these documents, 

effective compression and storage is necessary. Several compression techniques are available for this 

purpose. These traditional compression schemes are for particular image type[1].To compress these type 

of document with these traditional compression techniques are very challenging. These document image 

requires low value of tonal resolution but it should to have sufficient amount of spatial resolution to 

preserve the features, [5,6]. Font, colour and texture are important in these printed handwritten type 

documents.  The original official documents may be damaged, crushed or otherwise difficult to discern. 

This paper considers the offline document[2,4] i.e. handwritten, typewritten or printed documents captured 

by scanner[3,4]. Document scanning is the way to convert printed documents to digital format. But 

common problem is 'noise' while document is scanned.  Noise can be created by the scanners during the 

scanning process. Noise can be generated before scanning or while scanning in an image [4,5]. 

The some noises usually observed in scanned images of documents are as below: 

The lines present on ruled page are source of noise that interferes with text present. The dark patches 

present outside the page margin are the largest components of noise present in scanned document that may 

or may not have textual contents overlapped. Generally found background noises are uneven contrast, 

effects, interfering strokes, skewed documentation during scanning or holes in the document and 

background spots which appears in an image due to skewed documentation during scanning or holes in the 

document etc.[4,6] Generally such a type of documents are poorly preserved and are produce to various 

degraded processes. It ultimately degrades the image  which causes difficulties in subsequent 

compression.[2] So for any image processing application, the image acquired through scanner needs to 

pass through the pre-processing stage which includes the processes like filtering, binarisation, thinning, 

smoothing etc.[4,13] After the preprocessing stage, as these scanned image is of the type  mixed raster 

content (MRC) model. It is used to compress these compound documents. MRC compression  contain 
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three different image layer, Foreground(FG), Background(BG) and layer of binary mask[3,]and it starts 

with the layered segmentation algorithm. To reconstruct and recover the original image at the receiver, 

these layers work in proper coordination. The foreground is then poured through the layer of binary mask 

on to the background to reconstruct the image [9,10] 

Here in this paper the original document image is to be segmented in to layers; each individual layer can 

then be considered for separate compression using different compression techniques 

This paper gives the compression overview in which   widely used DCT and DWT is discussed , then it 

focused on novel technique such as CBT. The paper is conclude with the results of experimentation using 

above techniques individually and with together for Marathi official scanned documents. 

COMPRESSION OVERVIEW 

Image compression is a technique for reducing the image size without degrading the image quality for 

better transmission and reduction of storage space. Because of this, different techniques are used for image 

compression. To achieve better quality transform-based coding is mostly used. One can use any one well 

known transforms such as Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT),Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT), Discrete 

Wavelet Transform(DWT)etc for this purpose.DCT and DWT is implemented here. In DCT decor relates 

the image data.DCT transforms the signal from spatial domain to frequency domain. Here there is a 

addition of sinusoids which varies in frequencies and magnitude[11,12].DCT concentrates on highly 

important information in just few coefficients. The coefficients are then normalized. Less significant 

components are removed during quantisation and most important frequency components are then used to 

reconstruct the image. Therefore DCT can pack all of the important information in only few number of 

coefficients. and it also reduces the blocking artefacts which comes from boundaries of sub-images. 

Blocking artefacts are resulted from heavy compression . Visible blocking artefacts across the block 

boundaries  cannot be neglected .This is all due to the over quantization of the transformed coefficient. 

Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT) is implemented here. Discrete Wavelet transform is better choice 

because of its ability to locate in both frequency and time at the same time[12]. Wavelet transformation is 

generally used because wavelet represents a large signal class and allows us to find isotropic 

characteristics that occur at all spatial scales and locations. Usually, however, wavelets are not the best 

option for natural images because wavelets are not found properly at the edges of images. It involves only 

multiplications and additions. The calculations of DWT are well suited to digital computers[7] Here single 

event is decomposed into its finer and finer details. The DWT algorithm is more memory intensive and 

time consuming compared to DCT based coder like JPEG. But it offers some advantages: It allows image 

representation on multi resolution basis. It allows progressive transmission and rate scalability. It offers 

better quality and high level of compression ratio.  

 

CONTENT BASED TRANSFORM(CBT) 

 

The Content Based Transform (CBT) is content based and adaptive document image compression 

technique. This compression technique offers high level compression for Marathi scanned official 

document. Marathi scanned official document is in raster scan fashion. The Marathi scanned official 

document which contain printed text, handwritten text and stamp with signature means a original RGB 

image. As RGB image having  three planes, first separate the planes as R and G,B. Main work is on R 

plane as R component contain  main information. Now for image enhancement  i.e. For noise removal, 

novel noise removal technique is used which is based on nature inspired algorithm. Here Cuckoo search 

algorithm is used for noise removal.Cuckoo Optimization is inspired by cuckoo bird's breeding behavior. 

They select their home nest randomly among the nest of some other birds for their reproduction. They lay 

their eggs in the host bird's selected nest and drop the egg of the host bird. An overview of COA 
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applications in various categories is to solve problems with optimization. A novel method for cancelling 

noise is developed using an evolutionary algorithm to remove the noise from the images[4]. This 

algorithm works in such a way that the details of the images are conserved but on the other hand the 

impulse noise is almost fully eliminated. After elimination of noise, this technique involve the 

decomposition of  the image in small blocks of 16x16,so that every small region can make decision about 

FG or BG .So  no region of image will be left without decision and discontinuity in FG and BG will not 

arise.  

The horizontal and vertical coefficients are mostly varied and that’s why they are only taken in to 

consideration while converting 3D matrix to 1D matrix. The single dimension array matrix will then be 

processed to calculate the variance on which decision is to made whether the block corresponds to FG or 

BG. Decision of the block is made on the basis of calculating the variance and then comparing it with 

intensity level which is called threshold. This threshold should be taken as such to get separation of FG 

and BG from each other for R-plane. Finding block coordinates is just to locate and positioned it in BG 

plane. Saving its position produces the knowledge regarding position when it is again require to 

reconstruct the image[10].BG carry no meaningful information, apply DWT level1 db01to BG block 

which will not miss any valuable information but improves the overall compression ratio with the 

improved contrast of overall image. Extracting   and producing block at predefined location for foreground. 

Apply the curvelet transform to the blocks of foreground. Curvelet transform is much more efficient than 

the other transform as it represents edges and other singularities more efficiently than other 

transforms[13].  

Algorithm Flow for the block of FG for compression is given below.  

Step 1. The image is read from the user   

Step 2.  The input image is then decomposed into the Curvelet transform 

Step 3. The 3 level decomposition is used and the Curvelet coefficients are obtained from the discrete 

Curvelet wrapping technique. 

 Step 4. For obtaining the approximate values from the proper quantization ,the Curvelet coefficients 

values are  quantized 

Step 5. After the quantization process the thresholding is applied in which the thresholding value is 

initially set and the coefficients value below the threshold is neglected and above the threshold is 

maintained. 

Step 6. After the thresholding the Curvelet coefficients above the threshold values are calculated   

Step 7. On the base of the Curvelet coefficients the inverse Curvelet transform is obtained 

Step 8. Inverse wrapping based algorithm is applied to achieve the inverse Curvelet transform.  

Step 9. Image is reconstructed from the inverse Curvelet transform. 

 Lastly combine all components to obtained original image. The above procedure is followed to implement 

the novel compression technique. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The experimentation is carried out for several Marathi scanned official documents. The basic parameters 

of compression measurements are discussed in brief and then experimental results are discussed  

Compression Ratio 

 

A term used to quantify the image representation size reduction generated by the image compression 

algorithm ; this term is defined as an uncompressed image size ratio and compressed image size ratio. 

Compression Ratio = uncompressed image size/compressed image size 

This ratio is related to the quality of the image. Heavily compressed   scanned   handwritten images   are 

generally found with poor visual quality. The quality of the image is most important aspect of any 
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compression system. The reconstructed image quality might be degraded during the compression as well 

as decompression process. Image fidelity measures can assess the degree of degradation. The subjective 

image quality can be determined by statistically processing while the measurement for objective image 

quality can be done through a computational process i.e. It can be measured by Mean Square Error (MSE) 

and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR). 

 

   Mean Square Error 

 

MSE (mean square error) is calculated by averaging the squared error measured from the original image 

and its compressed version. The error in the MSE is calculated as 

MSE = 1/MN[y (i, j) \ y (i, j)]2 , Where the M,N are the dimension of the image and MXN is the size of 

the image. y(i,j) is the original image and y^ (i,j) is reconstructed image. 

The lower value of MSE indicates lower error and better quality. MSE strongly depends on the intensity 

scaling of the image. 

 

   Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

 

 PSNR (Peak signal to noise ratio) is defined as PSNR=10log10 S
2 

/MSE, here S refers to maximum 

intensity value. PSNR has wide dynamic range of signals and therefore it is expressed in decibel scale 

(dB).Here signal refers to given original image and noise refers to in the reconstruction error. PSNR is 

calculated by the measurement of the pixel difference calculated between the original image and the 

compressed image. PSNR decreases with increase in compression ratio for the image  

 

Structural Similarity Index  

 

SSIM index is used for measuring the similarity between the two images. In other word the measurement 

or prediction of image quality is based on initial uncompressed image  or distortion less image as a 

reference. 

 

The experimentation results of compression are shown in table1. Table shows the comparison of different 

popular compression techniques on the basis of compression performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table1. Performance obtained after implementing DCT,DWT and CBT on single scanned Marathi official document 

Compression 

Techniques 

MSE 

 

 

PSNR SSIM Compression 

Ratio 

 

DCT 

 

230.604851 

 

30.556715 

 

0.969586 

 

3.962377 

 

DWT 

 

82.932266 

 

34.998164 

 

0.988612 

 

5.51004 

 

CBT 

 

1.513554 

 

52.385421 

 

0.999788 

 

2.870436 
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The work of compression becomes more challenging when it is dealt with the scanned handwritten 

document image. Here compression techniques become important to implement such a type of images. In 

this paper, some recent and most popular compression techniques are used for experimentation purpose.  

 

 
. 

Fig. 1. Original scanned marathi official document          Fig.2.    DCT output of scanned marathi official documen 

 

 
 

Fig.3.    CBT output of scanned marathi official document                                                                     Fig4.    DWT output of  scanned marathi official document 
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